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Fair Rail Bill Rated A Bust 
Railways “have not lived up to their obligation” to improve service despite reforms promised in 

federal legislation, says the nation’s largest agri-business. 

An executive with Richardson International of Winnipeg said shippers still face inexplicable delays in 

rail service seven months after passage of Bill C-52 the Fair Rail Freight Service Act. The legislation 

was to permit commercial shippers to request contracted terms of service from railways, with resort 

to binding arbitration and $100,000 fines for non-compliance. 

“Nothing has changed,” said Don Solman, Richardson’s vice president of finance and chief financial 

officer. “The system is not working very well.” 

“We can’t commit to sales because of the lack of service,” Solman said in an interview after 

addressing the Western Canadian Wheat Growers Association. Shippers “could sell more if the 

railways could deliver it,” Solman added. 

Opposition MPs prompted emergency debate on the shipping backlog, attributed by rail executives 

to the record size of the 2013 grain harvest. Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz said railways “have 

dropped the ball” but detailed no new initiatives to speed shipments. 

MP Mark Eyking, Liberal agriculture critic, said Ritz’s Bill C-52 was promoted as a balance between 

shippers and railways, but noted the legislation never defined “service” provisions. 

“Many Prairie farmers agree that the legislation needs to be amended to make it easier to hit the 

railroad companies with fines over these transportation bottlenecks,” said Eyking, MP for Sydney-

Victoria, N.S.; “There are between 30 and 40 vessels waiting to be loaded in Vancouver alone. We 

can see that there is a big problem: we have the crop, we have the customers, we have the ships. 

However, it is just not getting there. Canadian-based grain companies have been charged more than 

$20 million in fees for delays at the port of Vancouver since August.” 

MP Malcolm Allen, New Democrat agriculture critic, noted Canadian Pacific Railways last year 

phased out 11,000 cars and 440 locomotives and “took capacity out of the system right before a 

bumper crop.” 

“CP made more money but it left farmers stranded,” said Allen, MP for Welland, Ont. 

Industry and farm groups including Food & Consumer Products Canada and Grain Growers of 

Canada have protested late delivery of cars and shipments by CP and Canadian National. 

The passage of Bill C-52 followed five years of study prompted by complaints from grain growers, 

miners and manufacturers of late deliveries, haphazard scheduling and indifferent service. 
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